
Spells of the Fans



Aqueous Divination

Detect Poison

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Instant

Attunement: No

Effect: This spell check whether a food or 
drink is poisonous if ingested by humans 
in the quantity examined.  It requires a 
copper bowl into which the sample is 
poured (if liquid).  If it’s a solid, it must 
be immersed in water, which is in turn in 
the copper bowl.  (The size of the object 
to be scanned is immaterial, as long as it 
fits in the bowl and can be completely 
submerged.)  The caster looks at the 
surface of the water and, if the substance 
is dangerous, the water briefly has an 
unwholesome sheen on it.  Though an 
outsider may think that (say) the grease 
floating up from a chicken leg is the tell-
tale deadly glimmer, there is no way for 
the spellcaster to make that error if the 
spell is successfully cast.

Conjoining Priests of 

Setekesh

Grove Defenders

Intensity: 6

Casting Time: Eight minutes

Duration: Height hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Summons a number of rank 3 
unworthy opponents equal to the Height 
of the casting roll.  They’re immune to 
morale attacks, with an armor of 1 vs. 
edged weapons

The Conjoiner calls upon the sacred 
Godess to protect the lands anointed to 
her, so this spell can only be cast while 
standing in a consecrated grove of 
Setekesh. The caster anoints the heart of 
the grove with oils, milk, pure water and 
then spills enough blood (not necessarily 
his own, but it must be human) to do two 
points of Shock damage, all the while 
mumbling supplications to the Godess.

If the spell is successful, the heart of the 
grove immediately begins to swell with 
vital energies - onlookers experience 
heart palpitations and cold sweats as the 
spirit of the Godess enters the physical 
world, grounding itself in her holy land. 
The ground ruptures as a leafless black 
tree sprouts up within seconds, maturing 
and bulging until the trunk simply splits 
open, spilling forth all manner of 
monstrous life. The minions produced are 
shifting forms, mixtures of animal muscle 
and plant mass - all skinless and 
glistening, jumbled limbs and horns and 
claws and suppurating wounds (or 
mouths?). The creatures are loyal to the 
caster and utterly fearless.

Once the duration runs out, the 
summoned creatures immediately 
collapse and crumble to dust. They make 
an excellent fertilizer.
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The Darkened Path

Sinister Visage

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Width in minutes

Attunement: No

Effect: While the spell is in effect, the 
caster receives a +MD bonus to 
Intimidate against those who can see 
him.  However, he cannot make any other 
rolls based on normal social interaction.  
He can, however, choose to end the spell 
prematurely. 

Darkeater

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Seven minutes

Duration: Width in hours

Attunement: No

Effect: The caster performs a Stealth 
check. This attunes the caster to shadow 
magic by consuming all darkness within 
twenty paces.

The caster must stand in a shadowed 
place before she begins. During casting 
the sorceress blends into the shadows, 
practicing perfect stillness and silence for 
seven entire minutes. If she succeeds, she 
consumes the darkness around her in one 
giant gulp - the amount of shadows 
required varies, as perfect darkness is 
more filling than normal half-lit shadows. 
While the spell lasts, the caster can use 
the darkness she devoured to power her 

Shadowbinding spells.

As a side effect of this spell, any area 
targeted actually becomes slightly lighter. 
Such areas become visible as if lit by a 
soft, twilight glow, such as might be 
found during an exceptionally bright full 
moon. All sight penalties drop by 1.

Lighteater

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Width minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Blocks out the light of several fire 
sources for a few minutes.

The caster sprinkles a bit of obsidian dust 
around him, which extinguishes up to 
twenty sources of light with a similar 
base (fire... magic... whatever). This does 
not remove their heat or ability to burn 
things.

Grasp of the Grave

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: One combat round

Attunement: Yes

Effect: The caster chooses one target 
within a hundred paces.  If the spell takes 
effect (that is, it’s cast successfully and 
not counterspelled) the target is 
paralyzed.  This means the enchanted 
person does not get to declare an action 
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unless it’s something that can be done 
while frozen immobile.  He and can’t 
even move to avoid blows.  Thus, while 
armor works normally, anyone who 
attacks the paralyzed person gets a +2d 
bonus or can offset two dice of penalties.

Equine Unity

Found Mount

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Four minutes

Duration: Height hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell renders a creature 
within ten paces docile enough to ride for 
Height hours. If it has natural attacks, the 
mount attacks at its rider’s bidding.

The target creature may be subdued or 
caged, but the spell cannot be cast while 
it’s attacking the caster.  The sorceress 
and mount must be within ten paces of 
each other for the entire casting time.   
For example, casting this spell on a 
sleeping animal works. 

Flame Dance

Faerie Fire

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Four minutes

Duration: Height in minutes

Attunement: No

Effect: This spell fills an area about ten 
paces across with beautiful, particolored 
flames.  People or objects in this zone are 
outlined in these sparks and, though it 
doesn’t inhibit sight, it makes it hard to 
stay hidden.  If there are large objects to 
hide behind, a Stealth roll might still be 
possible, but if it is, it’s at a -3d penalty.  
In an open space, one just cannot hide.

This spell must be combined with a 
Perform: Dance success.
Torchlight

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Width hours

Attunement: No

Effect: An object that the caster can hold 
in one hand and comfortably wave about 
emits a modest light, as if from a lantern.  
A Perform: Dance roll is required before 
(or at the same time as) the Sorcery roll. 

Ironbone Priesthood

Unholy Magecraft

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Four minutes

Duration: Height hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: The Ironbone priest paints a glyph 
on the spell recipient’s dominant forearm.  
(That is, if he’s left handed, it has to go on 
his left forearm.)  The glyph requires an 
Expert: Painter success or use of a similar 
skill before the Sorcery roll can be made.
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While the spell is in effect, the recipient 
gains a +MD bonus to his Expert: 
Blacksmith skill.  

The Ironbones tend to keep this spell 
very secret, using it only among 
themselves to forge the priceless 
skeletons of their fallen companions.
The God Shivers

Intensity: 8

Casting Time: Nine minutes

Duration: Width minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: When the spell is cast, an area 
roughly a mile across is convulsed with 
violent earthquakes.

Structures built with typical wood 
construction, or stone buildings with 
walls less than a foot thick, simply 
collapse.  

Heavily fortified buildings stay up, but 
with severe damage.  They become far 
more vulnerable to siege weaponry, and 
usually fall if hit by the spell a second 
time.

Those who are standing in the open 
during the spell become downed.  Those 
in light buildings, near trees or next to 
heavy objects take an Area 4 Killing 
attack.  People inside a heavy building 
take Area 4 Shock.

The area of effect is centered on the 
caster.

Night Hunter's Art

Bloodshedder

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: No

Effect: The caster’s teeth sharpen, and his 
nails lengthen into claws. While this spell 
is in effect, the caster’s unarmed attacks 
do Width killing damage.  The 
implications this spell has for the practice 
of various forms of cannibalism should 
be obvious.

Hunter's Glare

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height rounds, but see below.

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell holds an animal within 
a hundred paces immobile until the spell 
ends or until the caster breaks eye 
contact.  Anyone who attacks it during 
that time gets a +2d bonus or can offset 
two dice of penalties.  (Among the Night 
Hunter tribe, this spell is sometimes 
called “Hunter’s Friend.”)

Gaining eye contact when this spell is 
cast is automatic as long as the animal is 
looking somewhere in the direction of the 
caster.  The spell does not work on 
humans or demons.
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Stoneheart Guardians

Mending

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Slow 1

Duration: Instant

Attunement: No

Effect: This spell repairs a small metal or 
stone object.  It won’t improve something 
that hasn’t been broken, but as long as 
the guardian can lift it in one hand, it can 
be returned to its unbroken state.  

Upunzi Visioning

Seeing the Speech

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height in hours

Attunement: No

Effect: This peculiar spell is often quite 
useful to the agents of the Upunzi Elders 
-- less so to the undying mages 
themselves.  

When using the spell, the caster must 
either be looking at a written document 
or at the source of spoken words.  As the 
spell takes effect, the caster can see a 
perfect translation of what is written, or 
said, in his own native tongue.  This 
image is overlaid upon what he’s seeing 
normally, and causes no penalties to 
perception.  

The truly odd thing about this spell is 
that the caster can read the words it 
shows him silently -- even if he normally 
cannot read any speech at all.  Yet if an 
illiterate caster uses it to look at text 
written in his own language, it does not 
translate it or make it comprehensible.

Moreover, it does not allow the caster to 
speak or write the language, nor does it 
operate on all languages at once.  If he 
uses it while looking at someone 
speaking the cumbersome tongue of the 
Ob-lobs, it is that he understands, and a 
nearby Dindavaran speaker remains as 
incomprehensible as before.

Way of the Wood

Piercing Shaft

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes

Effect: The caster throws a stick in the 
general direction of a target. It transforms 
in flight to a massive wooden spear, 
doing Width+3 killing damage. Armor 
works normally against this damage. 
Further, the spear can be dodged or 
parried.

Pass Without Trace

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Five minutes

Duration: Height in hours

Attunement: Yes
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Effect: The caster, and up to Width 
companions, can travel without leaving 
any sort of trail for Height hours. The 
group cannot even be tracked by scent.
Entanglement

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Width rounds

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell targets one creature 
within a hundred paces.  There must be 
living plants, no matter how feeble, close 
to the target.  When the spell takes effect, 
those plants surge with growth, coil 
around the target and hold him in place.  
The target can struggle and squirm, so 
there are no bonuses to hit him.  But he 
cannot dodge, parry, strike, or move 
away from the gripping plants.
Nature's Wrath

Intensity: 6

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height hours, or until there are 
no people in the target area.

Attunement: Yes

Effect: All plants within a designated 
area sixty feet across surge into 
movement, lashing blindly around 
themselves with great strength.  Anyone 
within the area takes an Area 4 Shock 
attack ever round.  It is possible to leave 
the area in two rounds if no other action 
is taken, or within a single round with a 
successful Run check. 

Wings of Words

Distant Whisper

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Five minutes

Duration: Width minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Before casting the spell, the 
enchanter must succeed at a Direction 
roll to visualize the targeted space.

After reciting the activating chant, the 
caster can speak a message lasting up to 
the spell’s duration.  When the spell is 
successful, the stormtongue can pick a 
location within Height miles.  Everyone 
within about five feet of that location can 
hear the message as if it was whispered. 

Hand of Wind

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: No

Effect: The spell affects one item within 
fifty paces.  The item must be something 
that someone with Body 1 could lift one-
handed.  The caster can move the object, 
shifting it, tipping it over, making it fly 
through the air and the like.  It cannot be 
used to directly attack someone (though 
if you tip a rock onto someone’s head, 
that’s not exactly “direct”).  The spell 
lacks the coordination to paint with a 
brush or pull something from the grip of 
a resisting person. 
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Voodoo

Domain: Sprits, both human and 
otherwise.  The primary spirits of Voodoo 
are the loas, which voodoo’s followers 
revere as saints or gods.

Method: Voodoo priests engage in 
elaborate rites to encourage and invite 
spirits to occupy their bodies.  These rites 
often involve particular herbs, offerings 
of liquor, symbolic patterns, dances and 
song.

Associated Skill or Stat: Command.  One 
must have tremendous confidence and 
intense will to traffic with the loa.

Society and Beliefs: The practice of 
voodoo is religious in nature, but it’s a 
pragmatic faith.  The loas are intercessors, 
and they can be pleased and inclined 
towards kind moods.

‘Houngan’ and ‘Mambo’ are the names 
for a voodoo priest and priestess, 
respectively.  They serve the traditional 
function of faith leaders, serving as a hub 
of social connection and offering 
consolation and aid to those within their 
congregations.

A ‘boccor’ is a less benign voodoo 
follower, one who deals in harm, revenge 
and corruption.  Some boccor view 
themselves as the hidden defenders of 
their people, striking against oppressors 
that are normally out of reach.  Others are 
simply self-interested and don’t mind 
who they hurt.

Dead Men Tell Tales

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Slow 3

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: No

Effect: The caster binds a ghost to a 
corpse and compels it to speak truthfully 
and to the best of its knowledge.

To cast the spell, the caster must pierce 
the corpse’s tongue with a silver pin (the 
pin is not consumed in the casting and 
can be re-used). The spell obviously does 
not work on a corpse that is lacking a 
tongue; in fact, the entire head must be 
relatively whole (though the rest of the 
body is not necessary) for the spell to be 
cast.

If it succeeds, the momentarily animated 
spirit must answer the caster’s questions 
truthfully. The spirit cannot lie, nor can it 
remain silent, but clever ones can omit 
certain truths if they so desires. Sorcerers 
should phrase their questions carefully if 
summoning spirits of enemies.

This spell is forbidden by most 
communities as it’s considered a 
desecration of the dead. 
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Wake the Dead

Intensity: 5

Casting Time: Eight Minutes

Duration: Permanent

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Animates a single corpse to obey 
the caster.

The caster mixes the juices from a 
sappodilla fruit and the bark of a 
grumichama tree - both common in 
tropical areas - to produce a crimson 
paint called basumata, which he then 
applies in sacred patterns to the face of a 
corpse. After the spell is cast, the magic 
moves from the paint into the corpse, 
animating it.  It should be noted that after 
this point the paint serves no purpose, 
and contrary to popular belief washing it 
away does not break the spell.

The zombie is utterly loyal to the caster 
and possesses limited cognitive abilities. 
It can speak (slowly) and generally gives 
off an aura of mental slowness. The spell 
prevents the corpse from decaying any 
further, though it does not remove rot 
that has already occurred. A fresh, 
unwounded corpse would not 
necessarily appear to be a zombie unless 
inspected very closely. On the opposite 
end, the spell can animate a skeleton, but 
that’s a bit too visible for most vodouns, 
especially as this spell is considered 
illegal in most decent places.

Call of the Grave

Intensity: 6

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Repeats for Width rounds

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This attack spell does Width+3 
Shock damage, and the Waste Dice do 
Shock damage as well.  Note that it 
repeats for Width in rounds.  Once it 
starts repeating, the caster cannot call it 
back. 

To prepare the spell the caster must burn 
some living or dead flesh into ashes. A 
finger’s worth is generally enough - for 
those perverse enough to extract it from 
the living, the process deals one Killing 
damage to the target limb.

Upon casting the spell the sorcerer blows 
the ashes gently towards a target, calling 
down the wrath of the Grave Mother. The 
target is wracked with pain as hungry 
spirits try to drag him into an early death, 
his body withering under the wrath of 
the Beyond.

Judgment of the Loa

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Slow 3 (though much of 
this requires no action from the caster, it’s 
just a pause as the spirits debate among 
themselves.)

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes
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Effect: Curses or blesses one target with 
luck. Requires a Plead, Fascinate or 
Haggle check.

The vodoun can bestow one target with 
unexpected good or bad luck. He can 
even cast this on himself, though casting 
more than once a day on yourself is a 
rather poor idea. A pompous windbag 
who keeps on telling the loa how great he 
is is just asking to be taken down a peg or 
two. (There are no limitations like this on 
other people, though each additional 
casting on the same person during the 
same scene nets a cumulative -1d penalty 
to the skill check).

To cast the spell the vodoun must take 
time to explain to the loa why they 
should bring about good or ill fortune to 
the target. This requires a relevant check. 
If it succeeds, the spell proceeds to the 
Sorcery roll. If it fails, the spell still 
proceeds to the Sorcery roll, but the loa 
have decided to accomplish the exact 
opposite of what the caster wished!

The actual effects of the spell are entirely 
up to the GM - the caster only generally 
praises or condemns the target, and it is 
up to the loa to act as they see fit. The roll 
determines how significant the stroke of 
luck is, and how soon it arrives.

Height:

4 & 5 - Very small boon or bane. Enough 
to cheer you up or make you glum for a 
while.

6 & 7 -Minor luck. Argh! / Yesss!

8 & 9 - Significant stroke. It’s terrific / 
horrible!

10 - Major change of fortune. You’ll 
remember this day (perhaps in your 
nightmares).

Width:

2x Within a day.

3x Within this scene or the next - or 
hours, whichever is shorter.

4x Within seconds.
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Spiritual Dedication

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Nine Hours

Duration: Forever

Attunement: No

Effect: This is the permanent attunement 
spell for Voodoo.  It is a lengthy 
ceremony, usually performed with an 
audience, featuring music, animal 
sacrifice, frenetic dancing, trance 
possession by spirits and elaborate 
staging with candles, symbols, flags, 
bonfires and the like.  

In addition to casting the more powerful 
Voodoo spells, this is also an initiation 
into a religious position and the promise 
of fealty to an undying spirit.  It changes 
the caster, forever.

The exact change depends on the spirit 
and is beyond the purview of this article, 
but there’s plenty written about the great 
loa of Haitian religion.  Houngans, 
mambos and boccor should get some 
decent positive effects from this spell 
(perhaps a +1d bonus to Charm effects 
for those aligned with Erzuli Dantor, or a 
+2 Intimidate bonus for followers of 
Baron Samedi) as well as some bad news.  
(Perhaps the spirit places certain 
prohibitions on their behavior, like 
abstaining from sex and liquor on a 
certain day of the week, or forbidding 
them to wade across running water, or 
just occasionally possessing them 
unexpectedly.)  
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Mask of the Soul Drinker

Domain: Stealth and ennervation.

Method: The Soul Drinkers power their 
spells by brightening and dimming 
certain portions of their bioluminescent 
blood in a ritualized way. The patterns 
for activating spells are based on the 
various light patterns of the chironian 
floater.  (The attunement ritual is an 
obvious exception.)

Associated Skill or Stat: Sense

Required Knowledge: Stealth 1.

Society and Beliefs: Mask of the Soul 
Drinker is the social center of a tribe 
within the Lightless Jungle.  Taking the 
predatory chironian floater as their 
spiritual totem, they all attempt 
attunement as an act of worship.  Those 
who fail to attune serve those who 
succeed, and all outsiders are regarded 
with fear and contempt, if not outright 
hatred.
The Blood is the Life

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Two minutes

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell allows the caster to gain 
sustenance from the vital bodily fluids of 
others—blood, spinal fluid, vitreous 
humor, bile, and so on. A single 
tablespoon is such fluid is enough for a 
human to survive for a day with no other 
food or water. Saliva and sweat cannot be 

affected by The Blood is the Life. The 
spell only affects the caster.
Dreamless Sleep

Intensity: 1

Casting Time: Three minutes

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell puts the caster (it can 
only be used on oneself) immediately to 
sleep. The sleep itself is not magical, and 
the caster can be roused by any of the 
normal means of waking someone up. 
The only oddity is that a sleep caused by 
this spell is dreamless.
Blind Spot

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Four minutes

Duration: Width hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell allows the caster to 
conceal one object, even if it is carried in 
plain sight. As long as the caster doesn’t 
make any threatening or obvious use of 
the object (a sword in its sheath is fine, a 
sword being brandished is not), other 
people simply do not notice it.
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Sight Unseen

Intensity: 2

Casting Time: Five minutes

Duration: Height hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell affect’s the caster’s 
blood, making it glow as brightly as a 
torch. It illuminates the caster’s 
surroundings with a carnelian glow, but 
the spell also makes the light visible only 
to the caster. This spell cannot be detected 
by Eerie.
Death From Above

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Slow 2

Duration: Width hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell allows the caster to 
emulate the chironian floater’s ability to 
fly, though to a lesser degree. The caster 
can float up to 50 feet above the ground 
(or other stable surface, such as tree 
limbs, water, roofs, etc) and move at their 
normal movement rate.
The Hunter Unseen

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Slow 3

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell allows sorcerers to make 
themselves invisible for brief periods. 
The caster must currently be unseen (a 

successful Stealth roll) and must be in 
possession of a small talisman (the 
material does not matter) which has 
never been seen by anyone else. Once the 
spell is successful, the caster fades from 
view. They cannot be detected visually by 
any means and the height of all their 
Stealth rolls is increased by 3. Eerie 
cannot detect the casting of this spell.
Stalking the Shadows

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Six minutes

Duration: Width hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: The caster of this spell receives an 
MD in Stealth for its duration. Casting 
this spell requires that the caster paint a 
symbol (a stylized version of one of the 
chironian floater’s light displays) in 
blood on his face. The source of the blood 
does not matter.
Wither

Intensity: 3

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell causes weakness in the 
target’s limbs, slowing their attacks and 
making them more prone to miss. This 
spell can be used to Gobble physical 
attacks made against the caster. Casting 
this spell requires flinging a bit of the 
caster’s blood in the direction of the 
target. 
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Frailty

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This spell saps the target’s 
strength and vitality, making their armor 
and weapons seem heavier, their muscles 
tire and their blows weaker. It affects a 
single target, and lowers their Body by 
the Width of the roll. If Body is reduced 
to zero, the target falls unconscious until 
the spell expires.
Painless Spear

Intensity: 4 

Casting Time: Combative

Duration: Instant

Attunement: Yes

Effect: The caster casts this spell at the 
same round they make an attack, 
requiring multiple actions. If successful, 
the target’s senses are dulled at the 
moment of the attack. The target does not 
notice that they have been attacked, nor 
feel the pain or effects of any damage 
they suffer, for Height rounds afterwards. 
The attack has Penetration 1.

Any other observers are not affected and 
see the attack as normal, though the 
target may be resistant to persuasion 
until the spell’s effects expire.
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Perfect Attunement (5 Points)

Flawless Attunement to Mask of the 
Soul Hunter allows the sorcerer to gain 
some of the qualities of the chironian 
floater. The sorcerer grows several small 
skin flaps (on their arms, upper and 
lower back, thighs and legs) which 
constantly move. They also provide lift. 
While not enough to make the caster 
float as their totem does, it slows their 
falling speed enough that they take no 
damage from falls, no matter the 
distance. The caster’s teeth sharpen 
slightly, giving them the Cannibal Smile 
advantage at no additional cost. Finally, 
the caster’s blood becomes luminescent. 
This normally is not visible (except 
when casting a Mask spell), but if the 
caster suffers Killing damage in any 
location the difficulty of all Stealth rolls 
increases by 1 per location.

Imperfect Attunement (1 Point)

While the imperfectly attuned caster still 
gains the skin flaps from Flawless 
Attunement, they are too stunted and 
misshapen to provide any meaningful 
air resistance. In addition, the caster’s 
blood becomes very luminescent. It’s 
visible in any veins that run close to the 
surface of the sorcerer’s skin, and its 
light gives the sorcerer a permanent -1 
penalty on all Stealth rolls. However, 
they can still cast all Mask of the Soul 
Drinker spells.



Soul Drinker's Visage

Intensity: 4

Casting Time: Eight hours

Duration: Permanent

Attunement: No

Effect: This is the permanent attunement 
for Mask of the Soul Drinker. The spell 
requires the corpse of a chironian floater 
which the caster must have recently slain 
(i.e., within 24 hours).  The caster then 
daubs himself with the floater’s 
luminescent fluids, before they have time 
to dim.  If the spell succeeds, they flare 
brighter and the sorcerer’s blood changes 
to mimic them.  If it fails, the colors fade 
and die.
Close Your Eyes

Intensity: 5

Casting Time: Slow 3

Duration: Height minutes

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Like the chironian floater’s 
venom, this spell dulls the senses of the 
targets. After the casting, the Sight and 
Hearing of up to 10 targets within 100 
feet of the caster are reduced by the 
Width of the roll.
Hunting Party

Intensity: 6

Casting Time: Nine minutes

Duration: Width hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Chironian Floaters hunt in packs, 
and this spell helps the sorcerer and his 
companions to do the same. Up to 10 
targets receive a Master die in Stealth for 
the spell’s duration. During the casting 
time, the caster must paint a symbol in 
blood on each of the affected target’s 
foreheads. The source of the blood does 
not matter. 
The Gift of Forever

Intensity: 7

Casting Time: Three hours

Duration: Permanent

Attunement: Yes

Effect: This widely-feared spell allows 
the caster to steal the target’s youth and 
vitality and absorb it into themselves. 
The caster may add Width years to their 
lifespan. For every year thus stolen, the 
target of the spell ages 5 years. The stolen 
years are healthy ones, and any penalties 
or frailties due to age do not begin to 
accumulate again until they have passed.

This spell could theoretically be cast on a 
sleeping target, if the target somehow 
stayed asleep through hours of the 
caster’s light displays and nearby 
movements.
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Devour the Soul

Intensity: 8

Casting Time: Ten minutes

Duration: Permanent/Width hours

Attunement: Yes

Effect: Using this spell, the sorcerer can 
steal the memories and experiences of 
one target. By personally drinking the 
last drops of fluid from the target’s body 
and then performing a complex ritual, 
the sorcerer absorbs their victim’s 
memories and talents. For Width Hours 
after the ritual, any Skills the caster has 
which are lower than the target’s Skills 
are raised to the target’s level (experience 
may be spent to permanently increase 
them, if desired).

While the abilities fade after a time, the 
target’s memories are retained and 
incorporated into the caster’s own 
permanently. They learn only those 
memories that the target could remember
—anything magically concealed or 
merely lost in the depths of the target’s 
mind is not absorbed.
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